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ABSTRACT

An enormous corpus of music for the lute, spanning some
two and half centuries, survives today. Unlike other mu-
sical corpora from the same period, this corpus has un-
dergone only limited musicological study. The main rea-
son for this is that it is written down exclusively in lute
tablature, a prescriptive form of notation that is difficult
to understand for non-specialists as it reveals little struc-
tural information. In this paper we present JOSQUINTAB,
a dataset of automatically created enriched diplomatic
transcriptions in MIDI and MEI format of 64 sixteenth-
century lute intabulations, instrumental arrangements of
vocal compositions. Such a dataset enables large-scale
content-based computational analysis of music in lute tab-
lature hitherto impossible. We describe the dataset, the
mapping algorithm used to create it, as well as a method to
quantitatively evaluate the degree of arrangement (good-
ness of fit) of an intabulation. Furthermore, we present
two use cases, demonstrating the usefulness of the dataset
for both music information retrieval and musicological re-
search. We make the dataset, the source code, and an im-
plementation of the mapping algorithm, runnable as a com-
mand line tool, publicly available.

1. INTRODUCTION

An enormous corpus of music for the lute, roughly span-
ning the sixteenth, seventeenth, and first half of the eigh-
teenth century, and containing an estimated 60,000 indi-
vidual pieces in circa 860 sources, printed and manuscript,
survives today [27]. Although the lute was one of the most
widely used instruments during these two and a half cen-
turies, and this corpus is thus extremely rich in informa-
tion about daily musical practice, up until the present day
it has not undergone the same critical musicological study
as other musical corpora from the same period. The main
reason for this is that the notation used to write down lute
music, lute tablature, is notoriously difficult to understand
for non-specialists [18, 28]. This is because lute tablature
is a purely prescriptive form of notation: like all forms of
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instrumental tablature [12], it merely provides the actions
a player must take—in this case, where to place the fin-
gers on the fretboard and which strings to pluck—rather
than the sounds and musical edifice these actions produce,
which a descriptive form of notation does [20,29]. In prac-
tice, this means that lute tablature, as opposed to mensural
forms of notation, conveys virtually no information about
the structure, polyphonic or other, of the music it encodes,
making it hard to comprehend a prima vista.

In this paper we propose to address the problem of the
marginal position of music in lute tablature within musi-
cological research by providing JOSQUINTAB, a dataset
of 64 automatically created enriched diplomatic transcrip-
tions—literal transcriptions annotated with voice, key,
and mensuration information—of a selection of sixteenth-
century lute and vihuela (the lute’s Spanish counterpart)
intabulations, instrumental arrangements of vocal compo-
sitions, as well as a mapping algorithm for creating such a
dataset, and an implementation thereof, runnable as a com-
mand line tool. The proposed dataset enables large-scale
content-based computational analysis of music in lute tab-
lature, which, in the absence of some notion of the music’s
polyphonic structure, has hitherto not been possible. The
command-line tool allows researchers to extend the dataset
by creating their own transcriptions.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:
• a dataset of 64 automatically created enriched diplo-

matic transcriptions of lute intabulations, each in the
original and in an unornamented version;

• a mapping algorithm for creating such a dataset;
• an implementation of the mapping algorithm,

runnable as a command line tool.
Furthermore, we provide:
• a method to quantitatively evaluate the degree of

arrangement (goodness of fit) of an intabulation,
which is incorporated in the mapping algorithm;

• two use cases, demonstrating the usefulness of the
dataset for both music information retrieval (MIR)
and musicological research.

In the spirit of open science and reproducible research, we
aim to make the resources we contribute FAIR (findable,
accessible, interoperable, and reusable) [32]. We do so
by using recommended formats—MIDI and MEI—for the
dataset, 1 and by making the dataset, the source code for
the mapping algorithm, and the command line tool pub-
licly available.

1 https://www.loc.gov/preservation/resources/rfs/
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
In Section 2, we sketch the scholarly and scientific back-
ground against which this research is carried out. In Sec-
tion 3 we describe the contents of JOSQUINTAB and the
preprocessing that the data we build on requires, and in
Section 4 the mapping algorithm by means of which we
create JOSQUINTAB, the method to evaluate the dataset
quantitatively, and the command line tool. Section 5 is
dedicated to the use cases, and in Section 6, conclusions
and directions for future work are presented.

2. BACKGROUND IN MUSICOLOGY AND MIR

2.1 Lute tablature: A brief introduction

When in the late fifteenth century lutenists began playing
polyphonic music on their instrument, this entailed a need
for an accommodating, score-like, notation. Several ap-
proaches were developed simultaneously, crystallising into
three principal systems, whose modern names refer to their
regions of origin: French, Italian, and German lute tabla-
ture [1]. 2 From these three, the French system would out-
live the other two, from the seventeenth century on becom-
ing the primary system. The former two systems use let-
ters (French) or numbers (Italian), indicating where on the
fretboard the fingers must be placed, on a six-line ‘staff’,
each line of which represents a course (string pair) to be
plucked. The German system is more abstract—it does not
use a staff—and consists of a collection of glyphs (letters,
numbers, and special characters, often varying per author)
representing unique course-fret combinations.

2.2 Transcription practices

Figure 1, which shows an example of the Italian system,
perfectly demonstrates the problem with lute tablature. Be-
low a deceivingly simply notational surface, structurally
rather complex music may lie hidden—and it requires a
significant amount of expertise to infer the information not
notated. The traditional musicological solution to ‘unlock’
this corpus for research is the preparation of scholarly edi-
tions, commonly in paper format, in modern music nota-
tion. Some of these are ‘literal’ or diplomatic transcrip-
tions, recording the information given in the source exactly
as it appears [17] (i.e., providing only pitch and minimal
duration information), thus involving a minimum of inter-
pretation but in turn revealing little about the polyphonic
structure of the music, while others are full-fledged poly-
phonic transcriptions, involving a maximum of interpreta-
tion, and therefore often accompanied by a critical appara-
tus motivating the choices made.

Preparing scholarly editions is time-consuming and
specialist work—all the more so in the latter case. This
is one of the reasons why recent times have seen at-
tempts at automatic transcription of lute tablature. Com-
puters are ideally suited for fast (and large-scale) literal
transcription—in fact, this can be achieved fairly easily

2 The vihuela players generally adopted the Italian system; vihuela
tablature, especially the upside-down variant that equals modern guitar
tablature, is sometimes referred to as Spanish tablature.

with many of the music notation software packages, pro-
prietary or open-source, available today. Automatic poly-
phonic transcription of lute tablature, however, has proven
to be quite challenging [8, 13, 14], and in MIR research is
still considered an open problem. Thus, despite ongoing
efforts in musicology and MIR—both concerning content-
based [22, 23] and bibliographical research [11]—only a
fraction of the lute repertory has been explored up until the
present day, and much work remains to be done.

2.3 Sixteenth-century lute music and intabulations

Sixteenth-century lute music is generally considered to fall
into three categories [3]: (i) original compositions, i.e.,
idiomatic, abstract works in varying degrees of counter-
point, such as fantasias, ricercares, or preludes; (ii) set-
tings of dance tunes; and (iii) intabulations, i.e., instru-
mental arrangements of vocal compositions. It is the latter
category—by far the largest of the three, by itself taking
up at least approximately half of the music [3]—we focus
on in this paper. Up until today, intabulations have largely
escaped in-depth musicological research—mostly on the
grounds that as non-original works, they would be inferior
compositions, which, especially when heavily ornamented,
served no other goal than to demonstrate the player’s vir-
tuosity. While it is doubtlessly true that certain arrange-
ments are less exciting than others, a fact that should not
be overlooked is that intabulations are highly informative
about contemporary compositional and performance prac-
tices [6,18,19,26], giving insights into, e.g., ornamentation
techniques [4] or the application of musica ficta, i.e., chro-
matic alterations not notated in vocal music [5].

Intabulations generally remain close to their vocal mod-
els: contemporary treatises on the subject of intabulating
prescribe that the intabulator take over as much of the vo-
cal model as is technically possible on the instrument [24];
several existing in-depth studies of selected intabulations
[2, 4,5, 25,30] support this. It is exactly the resulting close
relation between model and intabulation that facilitates the
mapping approach presented in this paper.

3. JOSQUINTAB

As its name reveals, the dataset exclusively contains intab-
ulations of vocal compositions by Josquin des Prez (c.
1450-1521), an earlier-generation composer highly popu-
lar among sixteenth-century intabulators [3, 21]. Accord-
ing to the New Josquin Edition, no less than 18 chansons,
17 motets (most of them in multiple parts), various parts
of 17 mass sections, and even eight complete masses have
been intabulated [16]—adding up to at least 60 works, de-
pending on how one counts.

In creating the dataset, which we do by mapping
machine-readable tablature encodings (in TabCode format
[10, 28]) onto MIDI renderings of editions of the vocal
models (as explained in detail in Section 4), 3 we build
on two existing, high-quality data repositories. The tab-
lature encodings were retrieved for a previous study [22]

3 See also http://www.ecolm.org/.
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Figure 1. Francesco Spinacino, Intabulatura de lauto, Libro primo (Venice, 1507), Adiu mes amours, first system.

from Sarge Gerbode’s Lute Page, 4 a curated repository of
encodings made by amateur enthusiasts; the MIDI render-
ings of editions of the vocal models (as well as scores in
PDF format of the same editions, used for reference) are
retrieved from the GitHub repository for the Josquin Re-
search Project (Center for Computer Assisted Research in
the Humanities, Stanford University), 5 which aims to pro-
vide ways to search and analyse scholarly edited scores of
polyphonic early music. 6

Our eventual goal is for the dataset to contain tran-
scriptions of all intabulations of Josquin compositions, in-
cluding all dubious attributions (but excluding the spuri-
ous ones). This inclusive approach is taken as scholarly
opinion on the matter of the authenticity of a significant
number of pieces tends to change constantly [31]. 7 How-
ever, while the Josquin Research Project repository pro-
vides editions of all vocal models, the Lute Page repository
only contains intabulations of nine of the chansons, 10 of
the motets (in 21 parts in total), and 12 of the mass sections
parts, where approximately half of the chansons and motet
parts have been intabulated more than once. (For practical
reasons, for now we ignore the eight complete masses, all
of which appear in a single print and are therefore some-
what of an exception; moreover, we only look at printed
sources, facsimiles of which, needed for error checking,
are generally easier to come by.) As Table 1 shows, this
yields a dataset of 64 pieces (60658 data points). Each
piece is represented by (i) a machine-readable encoding of
the tablature in TabCode format; (ii) a MIDI rendering of
the vocal model; (iii) a tuple (see below) of MIDI render-
ings of the created transcription; (iv) a tuple of MEI ren-
derings (containing score and tablature) of the created tran-
scription; and (v) a CSV file with the mapping details. 8

In many of the intabulations, a ‘net’ of ornamentation
has been added to the original notes, like a superstructure
imposed on the music [5]. We provide each transcription
both in the ornamented, original version and in a version
stripped of the ornamental net (the procedure by which this
is done is explained in more detail in Section 4). The lat-
ter is expected to be more useful for analysis tasks that are
complicated by large amounts of ornamentation, such as
the one in Use Case 2 (see Section 5.2). Furthermore, it

4 See http://www.gerbode.net/. The files were converted
from the proprietary Fronimo format into TabCode.

5 https://github.com/josquin-research-project/
6 http://josquin.stanford.edu/
7 See https://www.cmme.org/database/projects/14/

for a project born because of this exact reason.
8 https://github.com/reinierdevalk/data/

must be noted that tablature only provides a ‘minimum’
duration for each note, applying to all notes in a chord
(see Figure 1). We have made no attempt at reconstruct-
ing the notes’ actual duration, i.e., at determining their
offset—which is not a trivial problem as it depends on mul-
tiple contextual factors (e.g., counterpoint, phrasing, etc.).
At this point, it is therefore important to stress that the
transcriptions created are not full-fledged editions in the
musicological sense of the word, and are not intended as
such—rather, they serve to facilitate large-scale content-
based computational analysis.

3.1 Preprocessing: Alignment issues

The mapping algorithm takes as input an encoding of the
tablature in TabCode format and a MIDI rendering of the
vocal model. In order for it to function optimally, these
files must be aligned both in terms of pitch (i.e., the appro-
priate lute tuning must be used) and time (i.e., they must
span the same number of bars). 9 In the ideal case, only the
tuning needs to be provided—but in practice, most of the
tablature encodings require a number of small corrections,
and in some cases even additions, all of them necessary
to ensure temporal alignment. Currently, these need to be
carried out in a manual preprocessing step.

There are four types of corrections, three of which ap-
ply to the encodings. First, almost all encodings require
the mensuration signs used to be adapted in order for the
nominal beat level to correspond to that in the MIDI file
(in most cases this results in augmentation—e.g., a change
of a 2

2 mensuration to a 2
1 mensuration—or, conversely, a

reduction; but in some cases they are actually incorrect);
moreover, a small number of encodings require lacking
mensuration signs to be added. Second, a small number of
encodings require unspecified triplets to be made specific.
Third, a small number of encodings require the correction
of syntactic errors that render them non-parsable (techni-
cally, this type of correction does not affect any alignment
issues). 10 The fourth and last type of correction applies to
the MIDI renderings of the vocal models, which all require
the key signature meta message to be set.

Furthermore, there is one type of addition, which again
applies to the encodings only, and which results in length-
ening them. A substantial number of encodings—29 in

9 The standard tuning used for the six-course sixteenth-century lute is
one where the courses are tuned in perfect fourths with a major third in
the middle. The lowest-sounding course was generally tuned to nominal
G or A, but several other tunings occured as well.

10 We make no attempt at correcting any incorrectly encoded notes.
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Vocal model Voices I Vocal model Voices I
Absalon fili mi 4 1 Missa Hercules Dux Ferrarie, 4, 2, 4 1, 1, 1
Benedicta es, pt. 1–3 6, 2, 6 4, 3, 3 Sanctus–Pleni sunt–Osanna
Fecit potentiam 2 1 Missa Pange lingua, Benedictus 2 1
In exitu Israel de Egypto, pt. 1–3 4 1, 1, 1 Missa Sine nomine, Cum sancto 4 1
Inviolata, pt. 1–3 5 1, 1, 1 Qui belles amours 4 2
Memor esto verbi tui, pt. 1–2 4 1, 1 Adieu mes amours 4 3
Pater noster, pt. 1–2 6 2, 2 Comment peult avoir joye 4 1
Preter rerum seriem, pt. 1–2 6 3, 2 Faulte d’argent 5 1
Qui habitat in adjutorio, pt. 1–2 4 2, 2 Je ne me puis tenir 5 3
Stabat mater, pt. 1–2 5 2, 1 La plus des plus 3 1
Missa De beata virgine, Cum 4, 5, 5 2, 1, 1 Mille regretz 4 2
sancto–Credo–Crucifixus Plus nulz regretz 4 1
Missa Faysant regretz, Qui tollis– 4, 4, 3, 4 1, 1, 1, 1 Si j’ay perdu 4 1
Sanctus–Pleni sunt–Osanna

Table 1. JOSQUINTAB: 36 motet part intabulations (ranging in size from 234–2238 notes; median 1257.5 notes; total 43557
notes); 13 mass section part intabulations (260–1141 notes; median 343 notes; total 5942 notes); 15 chanson intabulations
(483–1250 notes; median 686 notes; total 11159 notes). I = number of intabulations.

total—contain fewer bars than their vocal models. In most
cases, this is obviously due to an error on behalf of the
intabulator, i.e., accidental omission. Given a sequence of
bars {b1, ..., bn−1, bn}, where bar b1 has the same ending as
bar bn−1, all bars between b1 and bn may easily be skipped
unwittingly (a scribal error known as homoeoteleuton in
manuscript studies [9]). In exceptional cases, however,
omission is intentional. Omissions are countered by insert-
ing rests into the intabulation at the appropriate position.

Apart from an encoding and a MIDI rendering, the map-
ping algorithm must also be given the appropriate tuning,
as well as the appropriate reduction: the factor by which
the durations in the tablature must be multiplied (or di-
vided) in order for its nominal beat level to correspond to
that of the vocal model. The reduction can be a positive
integer greater than 1, in which case it amounts to an aug-
mentation; a negative integer, in which case it amounts to a
reduction; or 1, in which case the durations do not change.
Although determining the tuning and reduction is strictly
speaking not a preprocessing step, this information must
be given as input to the mapping algorithm, and must thus
be established—currently, manually—prior to running it.

4. MAPPING ALGORITHM

The mapping algorithm itself is fairly straightforward and
traverses the music chord by chord (where a chord is any
event that has one or more notes in it), from left to right.
Given a tablature encoding and a MIDI representation of
the vocal model, first, an ordered list T is made, containing
the union of the chord onset times in both tablature and
MIDI. Then, two two-dimensional matrices with |T | rows
are constructed: the grid G, containing, for each onset time
Ti, onset, pitch, voice, and duration information for the
chord at Ti in the MIDI (or null values when there is no
chord); and the mask M , containing, for each onset time
Ti, onset, pitch, duration and note index information for
the chord at Ti in the tablature (or null values when there is

no chord). The grid and mask are traversed jointly, row by
row, and in the process a list of voice labels V is created.
A voice label is a binary vector encoding all voices onto
which a note is mapped. Let mask row Mi,∗ represent a
tablature chord and grid row Gi,∗ a MIDI chord at onset
Ti. If Mi,∗ is non-null, i.e., there is a chord in the tablature
at Ti, the following steps are taken.

1. If Mi,∗ contains a single note whose duration is less
or equal than the ornamentation threshold (a pre-set
parameter) and Gi,∗ is null, 11 i.e., there is no chord
in the MIDI at Ti (see Figure 2, horizontal brackets),
the note is flagged as ornamental. Null is added to
V , the note is added to a running list O, and Steps
2-4 below are skipped.

2. Each note in Mi,∗ is mapped to a voice by finding
the voice that goes with its counterpart in Gi,∗. A
note can be mapped to multiple voices.

(a) If a match is found, a voice label is added to V .
(b) If no match is found (see Figure 2, single

brackets and non-bracketed sharps), null is
added to V , and the note is added to U , the
list of unmapped notes in Mi,∗.

3. If U is not empty, the notes in it are mapped—in one
go—to the available voices (any voices not yet occu-
pied by a note in Mi,∗). To this end, for each avail-
able voice in the MIDI, the last note with an onset
that is less than Ti in that voice is added as a pitch-
voice tuple to a list A. Then, the cheapest mapping
of U onto A is calculated, where the cost is based on
pitch distance. All corresponding null voice labels
in V are replaced, and all mapped notes removed
from U . (If, after this process, there are still un-
mapped notes—which can happen if Mi,∗ contains
more notes than there are voices in the model—this
step is repeated, now considering all voices as avail-

11 As ornamentation threshold we use the value two levels below beat
level (e.g., in 2

1 or 3
1 mensuration, a quarter note).
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Figure 2. Francesco Spinacino, Adiu mes amours, opening bars (see Figure 1). Mapping algorithm output. The tablature
contains all notes from the vocal model; bracketed notes and sharps are additions. Full note durations are inferred.

able. As a result, voices can have more than one note
mapped onto them.)

4. (Optional.) If Mi−1,∗ is ornamental, the cheapest
connection of the last note in O to Mi,∗ is calculated
(where the cost is again based on pitch distance), and
all notes in O are mapped onto the voice onto which
the note in Mi,∗ that yields the cheapest connection
has been mapped. In case of a tie, the cheapest con-
nection of the first note in O to Mi−1−|O|,∗ (i.e.,
the chord immediately before that first note) is de-
cisive. All corresponding null voice labels in V are
replaced, and O is cleared.

When the grid and mask have been traversed, the al-
gorithm combines the created list of voice labels V with
an internal representation of the tablature created from the
encoding, and, retaining the key and mensuration informa-
tion from the MIDI, returns this as a track-separated MIDI
file and an MEI rendering thereof. If Step 4 is included,
these contain all ornamentation that is in the tablature; if it
is skipped, they remain unornamented.

4.1 Evaluation method

There are four categories of mismatches. If in Step 1 a
note is flagged, it is considered an ornamentation. Else,
if in Step 2(b) no match is found for a note, and in Step
3 it is mapped at cost 0), it is considered a repetition (see
Figure 2, single brackets); else, if there is a semitone dis-
crepancy between it and a note in A, but they are the same
pitch class, it is considered musica ficta (see Figure 2,
non-bracketed sharps); else, it is considered an alteration.
These categories are hierarchical and mutually exclusive.

This classification enables us to quantitatively evaluate
the degree of arrangement (goodness of fit) of an intabu-
lation in a granular manner. We measure the degree of ar-
rangement by means of the mapping ratio m = |N |−|M |

|N | ,
where N is the set of all notes, and M the set of all mis-
matches. At the highest level of granularity, which re-
sults in the lowest m, M is equal to the total of all or-
namentations, repetitions, instances of musica ficta, and
alterations—i.e., to the total of mismatches across all four
categories. It can be argued, however, that not all cate-
gories carry the same weight. Repetitions, for example, are
idiomatic for lute music because of the instrument’s short

sustain, and have only little harmonic and melodic im-
pact; and instances of musica ficta, which have a stronger
harmonic and melodic impact (but no rhythmic impact),
are nothing but inflections, different ‘flavours’ of the same
pitch class. Thus, it makes sense not to include mismatches
falling into these categories in M , or at least to weight
them differently. We therefore redefine m as

m =
|N | − (o|Mo|+ r|Mr|+ f |Mf |+ |Ma|)

|N |
, (1)

where Mo, Mr, and Mf are the sets of all ornamentations,
repetitions, and instances of musica ficta; o, r, and f their
respective weighting parameters; and Ma is the set of all
alterations (N , as above, is the set of all notes).

Genre Ornamented Unornamented
o, r, f r, f
1, 1, 1 1, 0, 0 0, 0, 0 1, 1 0, 0

Motets 0.52 0.66 0.92 0.70 0.89
Mass sections 0.70 0.83 0.96 0.80 0.95
Chansons 0.57 0.69 0.94 0.75 0.92
All 0.54 0.68 0.93 0.72 0.90

Table 2. Mapping ratio m at different levels of granularity.
Values are weighted averages, where each per-piece ratio
is weighted by the number of notes in the piece.

Table 2 shows the mapping ratio, averaged per genre, at
the highest level of granularity (i.e., the most strict case,
with all parameters set to 1), at an intermediate level (with
only o set to 1), and at the lowest level (i.e., the most lenient
case, with all parameters set to 0) for the ornamented tran-
scriptions, as well as at the highest and lowest level for the
unornamented transcriptions, where the intermediate level
does not apply. The table shows that, on average, at least
half of the notes (m = 0.54) in the ornamented transcrip-
tions, and approximately three quarters (m = 0.72) in the
unornamented transcriptions, have an exact match in the
vocal models. The ratios increase considerably—to 0.68
and 0.90, respectively— if we consider repetitions and mu-
sica ficta to be matches as well. The table also shows that,
generally, the intabulations are fairly heavily ornamented,
as the ratio at the lowest level of granularity (m = 0.93) is
much higher than that at the other levels.
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4.2 Command line tool

The Java implementation of the mapping algorithm,
TabMapper, 12 can be run as a command line tool. A
single transcription is created with the command

$ tabmapper tab.tc model.mid <t> <r> -n

where tab.tc is the TabCode encoding of the intab-
ulation, model.mid the MIDI rendering of the vocal
model, <t> and <r> are the tuning and reduction (see
Section 3.1), and -n is an optional argument indicating
that the transcription created should be unornamented. A
set of transcriptions is created with the command

$ tabmapper list.csv -n

where list.csv is a CSV file specifying, for each piece,
the name of the TabCode file, that of the MIDI file, the
tuning, and the reduction, and -n is again optional.

5. USE CASES

Two use cases demonstrate the usefulness of the dataset for
both MIR and musicological research.

5.1 Use Case 1: Voice separation

Use Case 1 shows how the dataset can serve to train ma-
chine learning models for voice separation in lute tablature
[13,14], which can be used for automatic polyphonic tran-
scription of music in lute tablature. Voice separation can be
defined as “the task of separating a musical work consist-
ing of multi-note sonorities into independent constituent
voices” [7]. From an MIR perspective, this task is consid-
ered an open problem. As with many supervised machine
learning tasks in MIR, a lack of labelled data to train and
evaluate models on hinders progress. This is a particularly
pressing issue in the case of tasks related to music in lute
tablature. Apart from our own manually created dataset
containing 15 pieces (11641 data points) [13, 14], to our
knowledge there currently exist no other datasets of voice-
annotated tablature.

Automatic data creation can be a solution. However,
data created by means of a rigid algorithm is less consis-
tent in terms of transcription quality than data created man-
ually, where each individual situation can be addressed on
its own terms—and this may result in a model having more
difficulty learning the task, and consequently, generalising
worse. An experiment confirms this. In [13], we train and
evaluate neural networks on nine four-voice pieces (8892
data points); our best-performing model achieves a gen-
eralisation accuracy of 79.63%. A model with the same
architecture 13 trained and evaluated on the 28 four-voice
pieces (26215 data points) in JOSQUINTAB yields a gener-
alisation accuracy of only 64.47%. 14 We hypothesise this

12 https://github.com/reinierdevalk/tabmapper/
13 We now use the backward processing mode [13], and train using a

validation set, doubling the number of training iterations and decreasing
the amount of regularisation applied by a factor of 10.

14 Values are cross-validation averages, where the dataset is partitioned
along its individual pieces.

to be partly due to inconsistencies in the data; however, an
analysis of the results reveals that an error propagation is-
sue particular to imitative music, as discussed in [15], also
plays a substantial role. As the dataset grows and inconsis-
tencies are ironed out statistically, performance improve-
ment is expected. Despite its current subpar performance,
this model can already be reliably used for automatic poly-
phonic transcription.

5.2 Use Case 2: Cross-corpus melodic matching

Use Case 2 shows how the dataset can be applied for
melodic matching across heterogeneous—in this case, in-
strumental versus vocal—corpora. A major goal of au-
tomatic transcription of tablature is the ability to search
freely for musical quotations occurring between corpora in
tablature and in standard notation. Our dataset provides an
important stepping stone in this direction. Using the unor-
namented transcriptions created, we are able to do a further
processing step in order to create search strings for Early
Music Online Search, 15 a tool that uses OMR to enable
full-text searches into sixteenth-century printed music.

Our initial results are promising. Eight pieces exist in
both corpora, of which we are able to successfully search
and match four. Not only are we able to match the individ-
ual pieces, but also the individual voice parts within each
piece are correctly identified. In three additional cases,
our search matches not with the correct piece, but rather
with another piece by the same composer—showing that
our search method enables the identification of common
stylistic features. This shows the potential of transcribing
a larger tablature corpus in order to identify hitherto un-
known vocal models.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we present JOSQUINTAB, a dataset of auto-
matically created enriched diplomatic transcriptions of 64
lute intabulations. We describe the contents of the dataset,
the mapping algorithm used to create it, and we show how
we can quantitatively evaluate it. Two use cases illustrate
how the dataset can be used for content-based computa-
tional analysis within and across corpora, demonstrating its
usefulness for MIR and musicological research. We make
the dataset, the source code, and an implementation of the
mapping algorithm publicly available.

There are many ways in which this work can be ex-
tended. One is to further automate the preprocessing
(alignment, determination of tuning and reduction) that the
data currently requires. Another is to parameterise certain
functionality of the mapping algorithm (e.g., the value of
the ornamentation threshold) in order to allow more flexi-
bility in the transcription creation. A third is to extend the
dataset so that it includes all intabulations of Josquin com-
positions, and those of other composers as well. It is clear
that the work presented opens many new research avenues,
which we plan to explore in future work.

15 http://www.doc.gold.ac.uk/usr/265/
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